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Students to see families
3:00-7:00
7:30

Registration, SUB lobby
Fall Music Festival, B.J. Haan
Women's Volleyball
9:30 Meet Faculty and Staff, Rec. Center
10:30 Comedy League, B.J. Haan

Saturday, October 17
8:00-12:00
8:45
10:15-12:00
12:00
1:30
2:00
2:30
2:00-4:00
7:30
9:30

Registration, SUB lobby
President's brunch, Commons
Siblings' brunch, SUB snack bar
Academics in Action
Women's soccer
Women's volleyball
Men's soccer
Macbeth,TePaske Theatre
Parents' coffee, SUB Lounge
Macbeth,TePaske Theatre
Ice cream social, Commons

by Danielle Kamps
Staff Reporter
In the next week or so, don't
be surprised if the people on campus start to suddenly look more
and more ... mature. It's not your
.eyes--they really are. October 1617, when some 1,000 plus parents descend on campus with
grandparents and siblings in tow.
Dianne De Wit, the coordinator of Parents' Weekend in the
Advancement Office, explains the
weekend's importance_to parents.
"It is a real opportunity to see the
college in action at full swing-a lot
of stuff is going on." On Friday,
there is the Fall Music Festival
followed by coffee and cookies in
the Rec Center where parents can
talk to each other and to faculty
members.
Also,
there
is a

women's volleyball game going on
Parents come from all over to
that night. In the latter part of the visit their college children. De Wit
evening there is the highly-enterexplains that "it means a lot for
taining Comedy League which parents
to see
their
kids."
usually
leaves the BJ Haan
Reciprocally, it means a lot for
Auditorium packed.
students
to see their parents,
On Saturday, parents can especially if it has been almost
enjoy a complimentary
brunch
two months since they last saw
with President and Mrs. Zylstra.
them.
attend a model class and see a
When the parents come, it
women's soccer game, a women's
will be hard not to notice them.
volleyball game or a men's soccer
Hotels from Le Mars to Sheldon
game. Saturday afternoon there is have been booked for weeks.
a matinee of the theatre arts pro- Some parents stay with people in
duction of "Macbeth" followed by town or other
relatives
and
an evening performance. A par- friends in the area. De Wit underents' coffee reception is held in stands that housing may be tight,
the SUB, as well as an ice cream but she believes it is worth it.
social in the Commons that night. "There is something for everyone
DUring all of this, there-are things during
Parents'
Weekend. We
for visiting younger siblings to do want them to come."
as well.

Syd Hielema's "Tips on Bible Study"
By Brady Fopma
Staff Reporter
A gathering of around 25
students
showed
up in the
vacant Covenant Hall classroom
on Tuesday September 29. Sure,
it might have been the lure of
free cookies, it could have been
the enticement of witnessing the
world record for most similes
used in an hour. More likely,
however, these attendees were
searching
for some tips on
improving
their
Bible study
habits.
Syd Hlelema, professor of
theology at Dordt, presented a
one-hour
dtscuaston
outlining
the importance of devotions, key
problem areas in one's devotional life, and tips on how to overcome the struggles of consistent
devotional patterns.
In true Hielematic fashion,
Hielema began the evening by
using an applicable simile--the
tree.
Psalm
1 states
that
"Blessed is the man who does
not walk in the counsel of the
wicked or stand in the way of
sinners or sit in the seat of
mockers. But his delight is in

God, such as being too busy, not
being able to find a time or place
and the perception of devotions
as a waste of time'. He noted
some challenges to devotions as
living reflectively in a non-reflective world, being silent in a noisy
world and waiting for long-term
gratification
in a world that.
seeks instant gratification.
Knowing that devotions are
difficult to practice consistently,
why do we do them? Dr. Hielema
stated that "faith is a relationship; relationships require cultivation' through communication.
Every relationship
takes work,
and the busyness of life causes
us to lose focus concerning what
really matters. Devotional life is
a refocusing time."

Ending the evening by presenting several suggestions for
devotions, Hielema noted that
being creative with our devotionallife, holding it at regular times
and not relying on our feelings to
gauge the result of devotions is
important to cultivating a strong
relationship
with God. Like a
tree, this slow-moving,
evergrowing process can develop into
a mature relationship that will
endure the test of time.

Syd Hielema explains to students how their devotional lives
are like trees.
(Photo by Joe Trosen)
the law of the Lord, and on his
law he meditates day and night.
He is like a tree planted by
streams of water, which yields
its fruit in season and whose leaf
does not wither."
Dr. Hielema explained how
the tree, like our walk with God,

grows slowly, with little observable difference from day to day.
After many years a strong relationship
develops,
and
the
growth is noticeable.
Htelema spoke of several
obstacles to devotions that may
hinder
our relationship
with
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"We Work so You can Play:" Exposing the S.A.C.
by Ryan Vande Kraats
Staff Reporter
It has been said that Sioux
Center is boring; many people would agree
with that. There isn't much to do around
this town. However. there are things being
done on campus to counteract this growing boredom. Already this year there have
been several activities on the weekends:
coffeehouses,
dances. movies, Comedy
League, as well as a few others.
These
events are planned each semester so that

there is something for Dordt students to
do other than homework to keep them
busy on Friday nights. A lot of work goes
into planning these events, and the people
that do the planning. the diligent members of the Student Activities Committee.
The Student Activities Committee, or
S.A.C., is a committee of students who
volunteer each year to be in charge of the
activities we all enjoy, This committee
organizes dances and coffee houses, but.
also is in charge of larger events such as
Fall Fest and the homecoming week cele-

Dordt Defenders
of Life Update
by Tricia S. Van Ee
Staff Reporter
A defender is someone who protects or repels
attack. A Defender of Life then could be defined as someone who saves the weak and protects those who cannot
protect themselves. This is a good way to describe
Dordt's campus pro-life group. Kevin Maas, a fifth year
senior and the president of the Dordt Defenders of Life
says, "Our main purpose is to remind peopple in a community where everyone is assumed to be pro-life-it is
taking a stand." DDL therefore protects the unborn by
raising awareness on the Dordt campus and in the community.
DDL has been a club on campus for several years,
but Maas realized last year that it no longer existed, He
and then-sophomore Lisa Ochsner revitalized the club
with about a dozen members. Over a huntl.red people
signed up for the club this year, and participation has
been good. Everyone who belongs to Dordt Defenders of

brattcns.
Along with event management
and planning, S.A.C. is also in charge of
looking after the campus clubs that many
students participate in. The committee is
responsible for distributing
an annual'
budget, allotting each club an appropriate
amount.
There is an event planned for almost
every weekend throughout this semester.
To help keep the campus informed about
these upcoming events, S.A.C. distributed
water bottles at the beginning of the year
that displayed a calender of the events.

Life is back and excited about this year. As Maas says,
"It weighed on their hearts and they wanted to keep it
going." Maas would like to see more male participation
because about 90% of the club is female.
DDL kicked off the year with a few meetings and a
prayer Vigil, which took place Friday, September 18.
About a dozen DDL members left for Sioux Falls at 7:00
a.m. to sit outside Planned Parenthood for several hours
and pray. Although last year they were there on a day
when abortions were performed, this year's date was a
counseling day at the clinic. The group did have an interesting conversation with a male nurse who worked at the
clinic about choice. abortion and even birth control.
Maas commented, "Talking to people like that really
opens up club members' eyes."
Incidentally, the prayer vigil took place on the same
day the U.S. Senate voted on the partial birth abortion
ban.
DDL's next activity was more apparent to Dordt students. Organized by Sara Van Groningen, the group used
Sidewalk chalk to write pro-life messages and draw pictures all the way from the library to the BJ Haan auditorium. This was done the evening of Monday,
September 21 so it would be noticed right away on
September 22. The question is why the 22nd? The
Supreme Court gave their decision on Roe vs. Wade on
January 22, 1973, and many cities have demonstrations
on that anniversary every year. DDL decided they would
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These water bottles are still available if
anyone hasn't yet received one.
Some upcoming events for this week- .
end include two showings of the movie As
Good as it Gets as well as a coffee house
on Saturday night featuring live entertainment from some Dordt students.
Look
out for more events in the future, such as
Parents weekend and Fall Fest, which
should be lots of fun for everyone.

try to do something every month on that date to try to
raise awareness on campus. Maas said that they just
want to get students to think about abortion, because
"it's easy to forget ...
when people don't face it every
day.'
DDL had a meeting later that week where they
watched a video on partial birth abortions and discussed
reactions to the prayer vigil and Sidewalk chalk
"The Defenders of Life have a few activities coming
up soon, including another prayer vigil on October 15 at
either Planned Parenthood in Sioux Falls or a clinic in
Sioux City. The annual costume dance, a fundralser for
DDL. is October 31. and according to Maas, "without. a
doubt the best dance all year."
Other events the group has planned for the year
include a march in Des Moines [or the anniversary of Roe
vs. Wade in January and the annual Spring Rally. another fundraiser. They also hope to do more writing to
congress members.
Katy Bos, secretary of DDL, said, "We want to help
people realize it happens close to home. It's not something far away we don't have to worry about." Along
those lines, Maas commented, "There are abortions here,
in this area. We want to raise awareness by going out
into the region, We need to try to remind people that if
you take a stand, you never know what a difference you
can make. Even if you don't think you will, you're going
to affect someone,"
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New RD, Carlson serves East Campus, Southview,
and Covenant Hall
by Jocelyn Van Beek
Staff Reporter
There is a new Resident
- Director on the east end of
Dordt's campus this year. Linsay
Carlson has taken on the position of RD for Southview, East
Campus, and Covenant Hall.
Linsay's
birthday
is on
April 8 and she originally hails
from Storm Lake. Iowa. She
received a degree in music from
Northwestern College in Orange
City last spring. Now she is
residing at Dordt, in an apartment of her own in Covenant
Hall. Because of her continuing
interest
in music, she still
enjoys singing and playing the
piano in her spare time. Other
things she enjoys doing are playing basketball, reading. and
camping, when she fmds the

New Resident Director,
Linsay Carlson
time to actually do it!

Linsay's job involves several aspects. many which people
do not even think about. She
has daily meetings with RA's,
CA's. other RD's, and student
services. She is also busy planning programs
and various
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activities for students, as well as
keeping in contact with maintenance about problems in the
buildings she is in charge of. On
top of all of this, she is in charge
of discipline; so to those of you
in her area, you better be good!
She summarizes her job. with
just three words: communication, organization, and relations.
Linsay says "it was a challenge at first, not knowing anyone and no one knowing me. It
was hard to feel comfortable."
Now, she says that she loves it,
and she finds the staff very
friendly. She is also enjoying
getting to know a wide variety of
people. So, if you see Linsay
around campus, say hi because
she would love to get to know
youl

Campolo's topics still hot
by Grant Elgersma
Staff Reporter
Several professors, faculty
members and a handful of students met in C160 two weeks
ago to discuss and respond to
the
challenges
Dr.
Tony
Cam polo set before the Dordt
College community. The sincerity and conviction evident in the
dialogue between students, professors and faculty members
indicated
just
how effective
Campolo was in raising important issues among the members
of Dordt's community.
The discussion began with
a panel of students and professors who shared their opinions
about
Campolo's
lectures.
Professors Jude Fernando and
Syd Hielema
and
students

Sarah Walsh and myself raised

Intentional Living:
Rooming with a purpose
by Jen Hoogeveen
Staff Reporter
How does living as a group
of 4 with a focus in a roomier
apartment
sound?
Several
upperclassmen
live this way
through
a new idea called
Intentional
Llvlng. Intentional
Living is an opportunity
for
Dordt students to live together'
with a plan to connect their fellow students to their community. It's not a fraternity that is
self-centered, rather it is a different opportunity for housing
that's
a mission.
explained
Sandi Altena, Coordinator
for
Residence Life. To get involved
in this, any group of students,
except incoming freshmen, can
write up an appbcatton
with
their strategies
and goals to
develop a community of believers.
Sarah Eppinger, a junior
and Mathematics
major from
Bancroft, SD, along with her
roommates, attest to the idea of
a Christian community. Their
focus is healthy living for both
body and spirit. They are working on a cookbook, organizing
"Healthy News" meetings that

cover current health issues, and
may possibly set up a racquetball tournament. For the spiritual side of healthy living, they
are holding Bible studies for any
students interested.
"Enhancing the awareness
of art from a Christian perspective" is the focus of Ryan Vande
Kraat.s,
a
sophomore
and
English: Literature major from
Winnipeg, MB, and his roommates. They are acting on this

Intentional Living:
an opportunity for
Dordf students to
live toaether with
a plan to connect
their fellow students to their
community

by starting an art gallery in their
apartment and having a band
play in their backyard at times.
They also put in a proposal to
start a coffee house in the old
gym that will serve as an art

gallery as well.
Emily Hutten, a junior and

a Theology-General major from
Centreville,
NS; Bridget
De
Yager, a sophomore
and an
English/Language
Arts major
from Hull, lA; Sarah Walsh, a
senior and a Theology-General
major from Hudsonville, MI; and
Suzy Goudzwaard, a junior and
Theology-General
major from
Rehoboth, NM, focus on living a
"Christ -centered life." They do
many things together such as
daily prayer and devotions and
eating meals together. They also
help out in the community by
being involved in Shamar (an
earthkeeping club), tutoring students, writing articles and serving on committees to share their
love for Christ by striving for a
Christian community.
The fourth group of students in the intentional living
house
are
senior
Kristin
Sybesma, a music, performance
and pedagogy major; junior
Jessica Meendering,
an art:
graphiC
design
major;
and
sophomores
Kirstin
Vander
Giessen, an English: Literature
major, and Angela Vaags, a theatre arts major. Their group
focuses on the arts.

3

issues we felt were important or
challenging 'to. the Dordt community and the Christian community abroad. After allowing
the panelists a few minutes to
share their own impressions,
the floor was opened to responses from the rest of the group.
Many of the issues raised
followed
similar
themes.
Professor Fernando
wondered
aloud if Cam polo's suggestions
to work within the inner-city or
to avoid falling into "the system"
were not helpful enough to make
a real difference.
Professor
Fernando
wished
Cam polo
would present some advice on
how to bring
about
these
changes.
There was general
agreement
among the entire
group that many of the types of
changes Campolo encouraged
could not be realized without a
re-working of the entire system
in which we live.
Thts line of thought led to a
discussion about the relationship between community arid
the tasks we are involved in as
workers within our communities
and as workers outside our
community
context. Students
and
faculty
members
alike
shared their thoughts
about
how a person's communal setting and task are related. Some
faculty members suggested that
the
lessons
of communal
responsibility professors teach

in the class!oom must be consistent with their lifestyles in the
broader community. They wondered what messages are conveyed to students if a professor
comes to and from class in an
expensive car even while teaching against the evils of unstewardly
use of God's creation.
Others continued to argue, however, that such lifestyle changes
cannot be fully realized without
systemic changes.
Discussion
moved a bit
closer to home when the discussion's focus turned to systemic

changes within Dordt College
itself. Professors and students
expressed their discouragement
that
although
communal
responsibility is encouraged in
the classroom, students leaving
Dordt often fall into the same
system that courses instruct
against. Members of the discussion group wondered if a rift
exists between what is taught in
the classroom and the rest of
campus life. Do student activities outside the classroom consist with and reflect the teachings within the classroom? An
inconsistency between student
activities outside class and student
activities
inside
class
undermines
the work done in
the classroom, making the ideas'
in class seem irrelevant. To correct this, some suggested a type
of mandatory cross-cultural
or
off campus experience for a pertod of time during a Dordt student's four year college education. This way, students can see
the relevance and significance of
the ideas presented within the
classroom.
The discussion time with
students and staff allowed members of the Dordt community to
brainstorm
and debate
the
important issues which face and
will continue to face the college
in its call to educate students in
service for the Kingdom of God.
The discussion was one step
towards bringing the apparent
irrelevancies
of academic life
down to earth. Those who were
present and those who did not
have the opportunity to attend
can hope and pray that discussions such as these will help to
bring ideas into action.

•

•
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What now?
by Sean Gregg
Co editor-In-chlef

contact with the homeless. the
hungry and the outcast of society. Some of us will be called to
We know
what
Tony
small towns with nice little
Campolo said, so now what do Christian schools where we will
we do? Do we just sit here and
teach good Httle Christian kids.
do the same old thing, do we go Does the person who goes to the
to his program in Philadelphia
inner city have a "better" callfor a year, or is there another
ing? No. We are all called to
choice?
serve God together.
I don't think that Campolo
Not everyone here at Dordt
came here to get every student
will go on PLIA, but the opporon Dordt's campus to spend a tunity exists for us to serve God
year in the inner City working
by spending our spring break.
with the people there. I don't
or our Christmas break serving
think he would be satisfied with
with physical labor in regions
us sitting around and doing
that are not as blessed economnothing either. He told us someically as we are. We can get
thing that we must not forget.
involved in the Community
We are here to serve. The point
Outreach Program and spend
of life is not to get the biggest
time with a local kid who would
house or the fastest car. We really benefit from the contact
were created to "gfortry God and
with a role model.
enjoy him.
These things are all good,
There are some who would
and we should not neglect our
say that you can not serve God opportunities to serve our Lord
at
a Chrlstlan
college
in in these many Wl!l"'- Neither
Northwest Iowa. Who can you
should we forget the fact that
Witness to there? I disagree
when we do the best job we can
with these people, I think we studying
for
a
Western
can and must serve God at our
Civilization test, or a Gen 300
small Christian college. Doing quiz, we are no less serving God
our homework and building the
than when we are pounding
relationships that have begun
nails in Cary, Mississippi or
here at Dordt are definitely
Chicago. Illinois.
ways of serving God. We don't
So, now that we have
come here to learn what we heard Campolo's challenge to
need to know to serve God in
us to serve God we need to do
the future. Our primary task
just that. Some of us may go to
right now is to be students. This
Philadelphia,
and
some to
is service to God,
Central America, but aU of us
Is that to say that we can
can. and must serve God in the
dismiss
Campolo's
(indeed
classroom and the Rec Center,
God's) call to feed the hungry
the Commons and the SUB.
and release the captives? No. Whatever you are working on,
Some of us are called to go to whether it be academic or just
the inner city and work in direct
for fun, do it to the glory of God.
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Challenging the Heidelberg:
An Invitation to Dialogue
by Matthew MeNatt
BtaffReporfer

Three weeks have passed
since Tony Campolo delivered
the Staley Lectures at Dordt
College, urging students
and
staff to help the less fortunate,
comfort someone with a bowl of
soup, others with medical
attention and others with a
simple reprieve from the
roles to which life has condemned
them.
Cam polo
invoked what he dubbed
favorite Calvinist scriptures
to urge us to act, but one
wonders if he purposely
steered clear of the start of
the Heidelberg Catechism:
'What is your only comfort
in life and in death?"
A Christian's
only
comfort, the answer goes, is
in his or her belonging to
Jesus Christ-not a bowl of
soup, not medical attention,
not a reprieve from social
pressures. Nor, if I read the
Heidelberg correctly, can a
true comfort be a good marriage. a good education or a clear
understanding
of the world
around us; our identity can be in
none other than Jesus Christ.
Some may argue that Jesus
is our only comfort in life and in
death-our
only comfort that
endures from life to death-and
since
none
of these
other
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If this premise is correct, then
neither
the Heidelberg's
nor
many
modern
psychologists'
sense o~elf can be. ultimately
fulfilling, for both camps dentgrate any identity that is bound
up with other image-bearers. A
husband, according to the latter
group, is not mentally healthy if
part of who he is is defined by
his celebrating a full relationship with his wife. Entwining
one's sense
of s.elf with
another is dubbed co-dependency, and when that sense
is dismissed, the tightness of
the marriage bond suffers.
What about the Heidelberg?
Can a husband take comfort
in his wife, or vice versa? Or,
is the huge amount of time a
dating couple spends together sharing 'Stories and developing bonds
honestly
no
comfort? Is a child's hope
that she will see a deceased
. parent when she dies a false
hope at best and, at worst, a
hindrance to' a full dependence to Jesus Christ?
The Heidelberg, if I read it
right, seems to say so. It also
seems to go against meeting people's physical needs here, now. It
seems to dismiss soup shelters
in the name of soul saving
because if the latter honestly
provides no comfort-indeed, if it
cannot
provide any comfortwhat's the use?

The Heidelberg
Catechism
seems to go
against meet-

==

What's gain' dam

comforts endure the grave, the
Heidelberg is technically correct.
I am not convinced, however,
that the Heidelberg's phrase,
"our only comfort in life ... " can
be dismissed easily.
With the conviction that a
school paper should stir controversy and be a venue
for

dialogue. I offer the premise that
the Heidelberg errs on the opposite side of many (but, I recognize. nor all) modern psychologists: whereas the latter place a
human's identity solely in himself/herself,
the
Heidelberg
places one's identity solely in
Jesus Christ.
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ZTV hinders Christian Witness?
Christianity is not limited to struggle and doubt
Dear Edltorls},
I am writing in response to
the article that dealt with the
effectiveness
of ZTV in the
September
17 issue
of the
Diamond. In this particular article Justin Westerhof contends
that ZTV hinders effective witness because the songs do not
deal with the struggles
that
Christians face.
The suggestion is made that
the "videos do not show real
Christianity, full of struggle and
doubt." To a certain extent that
is true. Many of the videos do not
deal with struggles and doubts.
They could, in fact, be considered what one Christian artist
call "Spiritual
Cheerleading."
But does that make Christianity
seem unreal?
In my life, I have gone
through tremendous
struggles
and doubts, but I have also experienced joy that has caused -me
to weep from the depths of my
being. The Christianity
that I
know is not limited to struggles
and doubts. Christianity
does
have tough times, but it also has
wonderful, mountain top experiences.
Another idea that deserves
consideration is the notion that
CCM is a bad thing because it
only encourages
people to be
"superficial Christians that have
the firm conviction that Jesus
died for them." What about going
further than that?
I would like to propose that
television should -"f)t en further
than conveying the basics of the
faith. After all, is it really believable that a person could become
a disciple of Christ by watching
'IV?
In his book, Purpose Driven
Youth Ministry,
Doug Fields
describes discipleship as "a lifelong process that God uses to
bring us to maturity in Christ."
(p49). If that's the case, what can
we realistically expect of ZTV? If
a person walks away from ZTV
with the understanding
that
Jesus
died for their sins, I
rejoice. The burden, then falls on
us to take this person, walk with
them. and help them to grow.
If Justin
or anyone else
finds Z1V to be a stumbling
block, I would like to challenge

them not to watch it, but also
not to condemn it. For them to
find other ways to continue to
grow in their walk with Christ.
I say this not to push
Justin
or anyone else away
from Christian
music,
but
because of what Jesus told his
disciples in Luke 9:50. He said
that "whoever is not against you
is for you." There are, after all,
only two sides to choose from;
for the Lord or opposed to him.
If someone is doing the work of
the Lord, we should let them do
it. So where does that leave
ZlV?
To be honest Z1V isn't
what I would consider the perfect ideal for a Christian video
channel. They playa number of
videos that I have questions
about.
But even with that
grievance, I still consider that
they are on the side of the Lord.
A thought
to ponder: if
what is played on zrv is considered "lifeless" and a hindrance, then what does that
mean for some of the songs
played on !illeR?
But I must conclude by
saying that I share Justin's criticism of the way most Christian
music is sold to Christians in
Christian bookstores. While it is
great that Christians are being
edified and its great theat some
Christian music is in the mainstream market, I must ask, who
needs a doctor, the sick or the

Today:
Test Taking Strategies That Make a Difference
4:00 pm in C21

Friday:
Faire Aire Winds Concert
7:30 pm in the BJ Haan

Balloon Dance
9 pm - Midnight in the Sub
As Good As It Gets
7:00 pm, 9:00 pm in Cl60

Sat
Comedy League Workshflt;»_~~!"~~"
1-3 pm in the Rec Center
As Good As It Gets
7:00 pm, 9:00 pm in CIao

Coffee House
9:00 pm in the Sub

Womens Soccer verses Belvue
2:00 pm

healthy?
In His Peace,
Matt Sharpe

Correction: Sparks left out of new
prof article

-Renae's-Renae Visscher, Owner/Stylist-Missy Driesen. Stylist-Paula Oostenink, Stylist-

•
Hours:

9-9
Fri-Sat.: 9-5

Mon-Thurs.:

-Alissa Roetman, Stylist-

722-0008

-Julie Ten Napel, Stylist-

Located near the northwest

-Gwen Van Roekel, Stylist-

entrance of the Centre Mall

-Greta Van Zee, Stylist-

2S 1 N. Main St. 208

Last issue, a professor was
omitted from the list of new professors.
Tram
Sparks
joins
the
music department this year as a
substitute
for
Benjamin
Kornelis, who is on a leave of
absence to obtain his D.M.A.
Sparks is a graduate of both

Temple and Yale University, and
is currently a doctoral candidate
at Yale University. She teaches
music history
and conducts
Concert
Choir, Chorale
and
Kantorei.
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Students serve in Kansas
City
by Carla Ellerle and Tleneke Doomenbal
Guest Writers
What do barbecued
beef,
beavers. Brian. blankets, babies,
beans and Baptists have in cornmon? All were a part of one
group's Tri-State experience in
Kansas City, Missouri.
It all
began with Brandie Ochsner's
tour of the City Union Mission in
Kansas City with a 4-H group a
few years ago. After visiting the
facility. she knew she wanted to
come back someday and volunteer. With Tri-State just around
the corner, she decided it would
be the perfect opportunity to go
back for a few days. Five other
Jrtends decided it would be a fun
way to spend their Tri-State as
well. A group of six volunteers
hopped in a car on Wednesday
afternoon and drove about six

hours straight south to Kansas
City. Ochsner's aunt and uncle
generously offered their hospitality by providing a place to crash
for four nights after some long
days of working at the homeless
shelter:
The City Union Mission is a
Christian
organization
whose
purpose is to provide a shelter
for homeless families while helping these families to turn their
lives around with Christ. At the
shelter, this group of six students volunteered in a variety of
ways. including cleaning the dining room and bathrooms, organizing closets.
toiletries
and
Bible cuniculum
and entertaining young and old alike with a
movie night and gym time.

Along with cleaning
and
organizing, they were also able to
interact with the residents of this
shelter while eating meals with
them.
According
to
Aaron
Koning. "It was nice to be able to
share some of myself with these
people. and they enjoyed sharing
some about their lives with all
of us too. It was really an eyeopening experience."
In the whole scheme
of
things. everyone had a great time
and learned a lot about each
other. about people with very different backgrounds
and about
being a servant.

Carla Ellerie and Brian Koning cleaning a
family center bathroom in Kansas City.

ABOVE: Six friends decided to spend tri-state serving.
They are clockwise from top left Tieneke Doornenbal,
Aaron Koning, Lieschen Hoeksma, Brandie Ochsner, Carla
Ellerie and Brian Koning.
LEFT: Aaron Koning threatens to spray anyone who
makes his walls dirty, while Lieschen Hoeksma smiles for
the camera.
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CITY UNION MISSION

FAMILY CENTER

Personal Reflections
on Kansas City

By Lieschen Hoeksma
News Editor
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For devotions one morning in Kansas City, Brian Koning
read the passage "Rejoice in the Lord
always ..." from Phillipians 4. We discussed how important verse this was, how
we need to always give thanks to God for
everything. I didn't really think anything
more about it. I have heard the passage thousands of times before, and I think I am thankful for what I am blessed with. Several hours
later while cleaning at the shelter, I began to
think again about that Bible verse. Sure, it is
easy for me to rejoice most of the time. I have so
much; I don't have to worry about where my next
meal will come from or where I will spend the night. I
asked myself, "Could I honestly rejoice if I was living here
in this homeless shelter? Could I thank God for what he has
blessed me with?" It gave me a different perspective on the
passage. God didn't command "Rejoice when things are good
for you, when you have a lot going your way." No, he told
us to "Rejoice ALWAYS!" That is easier said than done.
Yet the people in the shelter were in good spirits, even
hopeful. I went to Kansas City to serve them, yet they
taught me an important lesson.

•
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Lady Defenders continue to kill competition
by Jesse Groen
Sports Editor
The Dordt Defender
Club IS not your typical
sports orgaruzatton.
on't occupy luxury
the game. they
sport cars for the
players and It
~st thousands of
to join the club.
• the members of this
ve made a concentratort to improve Internal~ the Dordt athletic communtty as a whole.
A relatively new organization. the Gold Club was
founded three years ago with
about 120 charter members,
all alumni of Dordt College.
Now the club Is up 10 J,50
membe£s':
througnout
Northwest Iowa, with both

by Leanne Prins
Sports Reporter
The Lady Defenders are- well
into their volleyball season, and
they are definitely making their
intents for the season known.
They went undefeated on their
home
turf
in
the
DeWiLt

Gymnasium these last three
games, and rose from the 21st to
the 19th position in the NAIA
volleyball rankings. Their record
is now 18-1 for the season.

a well-deserved

Dordt

takes

the

1998

spot on the AlI-

NAJA Star Team as well.

Tournament Championship
The Lady Defenders started
this successful tournament
by
winning their Friday matches 3o versus both Grandview and
Mt. St. Clare. They went on to
meet Graceland, whom they also
defeated 3-0. Northwestern met
Dordt in the championship, and
was handed a 3-1 loss. Bouma
was named the MVP of the tournament, and Van Dyken earned

Dordt 3, Dakota Wesleyan 0
Van Dyken had 21 assists
and Bouma and Netz each had 6
kills, as they led Dordt to a 15-1,
15-1, 15-1 sweep over Dakota
Wesleyan on their own turf in
the DeWitt Gymnasium. This put
Dordt's season record at 17-1
and leaves them ranked at 19th
in the nation.

Dordt
3.
Dakota
State
University 0
Dordt has a streak going in
their home gynmasium as once
again they pulled off a 3-0 sweep
over the visiting team. Janna
Van Donge had a solid game digging up 18 balls as well as making 5 ace serves, helping Dordt

take the games

15-6. 15-8.

and

15-6.

Dordt
goes
3-1
in
Graceland Tournament
At this 27th
annual
event hosted in Lamoni, IA,
Dordt started
out strong
winning both matches
on
Friday. and advancing out of
a pool ranked in the Gold
Playoffs. They beat Taylor 32 rn a close battle to go on to
play
Columbia,
the
top
ranked team in the country,
with an undefeated record.
They were handed their first
loss, going 0-3, and this left
them in third place overall
for the tournament.
The
solid play of Karen Netz
landed her a spot on the AllTournament Team.

Dordt 3, Mt. Marty 0
Dordt
treated
their
hometown crowd to a win as

they beat Mt. Marty 15- J.
15-0. and 15-6. Kim Van
Dyken tossed up 33 assists,
helping
freshman
Darct
Bouma add 9 kills to her
season total of 177. Mindy
Boogerd
presented
some
solid defense with 14 digs
for the night.

n .'·1:.:iiiIbJiiiiiI~II...::;

__

Jana Van Donge spikes on the competition for the nationally ranked
Defenders

SInce you last read about them, the
Dordt cross country team has run at the
Buena Vista Cross Country Invttatlonal
Meet. Both teams ran very wen at this meet.
despite the hot and- humid condttlons. Some
of the runners achieved their best times here
as the men and women's teams both continue to go strong.
In the men's drvtston. the team took

thtrd place wtth 59 POIot!>, behtod Mount
MarlYs 44 points and Buena Vjsta's 26
points. Dordt's loP llve runners In thts race
were Jeff Summerhays In second. Jon
Vander Kooy with seventh. Darin Arkema
placed 18th. Greg van Dyke took 19th and
Eric Vander Kooy was 20th place. Overall.
the guys ran very wen.
The women's team placed second at
this meet with 50 points. right behind
Morningside's 48 points. Dordt's top ftve
runners for this race were Suzy Van

Wyngarden W!tIl f<>arth Becky Van De
Grlend In 10th, SlIrilh Pluim WlIS II th,
Tabitha Vander WIlt placed 15th and Loralee
Bykerk took '16th place. The women ran a
strong race. and have an excellent chance of
winning the conference.
The season Is going very well so far with
a mInIma1 number of injuries. Both teams
are expecting to do well at conference. The
women are in an excellent posltion to take
first, and with a lot of hard work, the men's

team can do the same.

.
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Soccer Team Continues to Roar Loud!
by Ross Groen
Sports Reporter
The Defenders have been
wreaking havoc in the NAIA lately, remaining unbeaten
on the
road while knocking off several
nationally-recognized
opponents.
They have also racked up a 7-2
season record in the process.
Dordt first took on the role
of giant killer in a match against
nationally-ranked
Park College
on September 19. The game was
tied 1-1 at the half, courtesy of a
sensational
header by Richard
De Jong. The Defenders went on
to a 2-1 win powered by a second
half goal by Jon Pelster. who
increased his goal tally to seven.
The men took the field next
in Orange City on a wet day
against
perennial
rival
Northwestern.
The defenders
blanked the Red Raiders on the
way to a 4-0 victory. Goals were
scored b¥ Pelster, Paul Mortlock
and freshman
Ben Bieri, who
took great personal risk by scoring on a penalty kick. Senior
Lamont Bas also scored before
going down with a season-ending
knee injury late in the first half.
His presence and humor on the
field will be missed.
Coach
Elgersma noted that the win was
great but the loss of Bas made it
bittersweet.
The Lamontless
defenders
next took on Huron (formerly
Westmar) at home on the big
green.
Dordt
defeated
Huron/Westmar
for the first time
since 1992. The Defenders came

out slow but were sparked to life
late in the first half by a huge
penalty
kick save by keeper
Arlan Vander woude. which kept
the game tied at zero at the half.
Mortlock scored on a header 58
seconds into the second half to
put the guys on the board. Bieri
took a beautiful pass from fellow
freshman
Ryan
Visser
and
kicked it in for the second goal of
the day. Junior Troy Ten Nape!
scored with three minutes left in
the game to put the defenders up
3-0, which was the final score.
Afterward,
Coach
Elgersma
noted that the dramatic save by
Vander Woude was the turning
point of the contest.
The soccer team sacrtflced
their Tri-State break to represent
the college in a single game
against Central on Friday. The
boys taught
Central's
Flying
Dutch-a Jesson in longo points,
with a 6-2 pounding on a cold
drizzly day in Pella. Since I can't
think of six creative ways to communicate who scored I'll just tell
you who did not. First of all, the
coaching
staff
was blanked
(although
Chris
Hull really
looked overdue), also freshmen
Visser, Wassenaar, Eekhoff and
Segaar failed to find the net,
defensive players Draayer, Faber,
de Jong and Bosma did not
score. GK Vander Woude let the
team down by not putting one in.
Injured senior Wilton Venant was
unable to convert from the interior of the van (although I'm sure
he was warm) but he still had a
better chance than Doug Gorter

who was
sick
at The men's soccer team has had the week off since
hom
e. practice for their next game, Saturday at Concordia.
Junior
Brett Hendricks selflessly passed
Elgersma. "JUDY HAMAl, if we
off two oppo~unities to score but
keep playing like this, we may
got two assists out of the deal.
just find ourselves in the play"TIle boys are doing really , offs!"
well this season," says Coach Bill

Monday.

Here they

I

Golf team follows the first Dordt golf team
ever to reach nationals
by Matt Dekker.
Sports Reporter
Men's- golf had a promising season
ahead of them. Returning this year [or the
Defenders
are David Kooiman
(from
Orange City, Iowa), David Altena (from
Hull, Iowa) and Eric Haveman (from Hull,
Iowa). These three return after a very successful season in 1997,· having fought
their way to Nationals. High aspirations
from last year's successful season have

been pushing the team for another great
season. David Kooiman commented, "Last
season's success is motivation to practice
more, to get to the nationals and the thrill
of competing on a PGA Course." Joining
the veterans on the varsity squad are two
freshmen,
Bryan Altena
from Sioux
Center, and David Myrdahl from Arcadia,
California. Also playing for the Defenders
are Timothy Van Iddektnge, Eric Van
Groningen,
Jared
Terpstra
and Mike
Houtm. This young team has no pressure,
they just have to shoot well this fall and
have a lot of confidence. The team had

hoped to be as good as last year and had
two main goals. The first is to have the
best scores in Dordt history, and second
to win the conference meet and return to
Nationals in Spring of '99. Starting off the
year on September 1, in a home meet at
Sandy Hollow, Eric Haveman was the
meet medalist scoring 73. The Defenders
won the meet with a team total of 318.
September 4, Dordt placed third at Dakota
Wesleyan with a score of 327. David
Kooiman was a co-meet medalist with 73.
Returning to Sandy Hollow for a home
meet on September 8, the Defenders took

second place with 315. and Haveman was
co-meet medalist with a score of 76. Dordt
finished sixth September
11-12 in the
Northwest Iowa Invite with a two-day
score of 645. The Dordt College men's golf
team made their annual trip to Nebraska
for the Supertel Invite on September 1718, where they placed sixth with a score of
625. On September 22, the Defenders
broke their sixth place streak
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They Might Be Giants:
A band with fun, impromptu music
by Rob Reitsma
Btaff Reporter

your

Amazon.com:
A different kind of
bookstore

"Ladies and Gentlemen, put
hands together for They

by Kirstin Vander Glessen
Editor

Art and Entertainment

Might Be Gianls!"
On their latest
release"
"Severe Tire Damage," They
Might Be Giants combines three
studio tracks with several live
versions ofTMBG favorites, along
with an ill-fated introduction (see
above) and several impromptu
tracks that deal humorously with
the Planet of the Apes.
The first track. "Dr. Worm."
is the featured studio track on
this release. Following suit with
many crazy Giant's song subjects, this song is about a worm
that likes to play the drums.
Then. a fun little instrumental
dubiously dubbed "severe Tire
Damage Theme" introduces the
rest of the album.
When the live tracks begin,
TMBG breaks out in a greatest
hits meets sing-along set that
includes tracks from every fulllength studio album they have
ever released. This collection has
many favorites such as, "Particle
Man," "Birdhouse in Your Soul"
and
"She's
an Angel." The
Giant's pull out new arrange-

Two summers ago. I began
seeing television commercials
for Amaeon.eom. an 0IlIlne store
at which one tou1d purchase a
variety of bOilU lIfilJ music.
Belng one of those people who
can't spend \ells .... an hour In
any giVen boo1rslm'e. I had to

~

At 7:30 p.m. on October 16.
1998. the annual
Fall Music
Festival will be held in the BJ
Haan Auditorium. This concert
features the Chamber Orchestra,
Concert
Band
and
Campus
Band. The Fall Music Festival is
held during Parent's Weekend
and is a sort of sampler of all the
large instrumental ensembles.
The concert will open with
Fanfare from "La Peri" played by
a brass ensemble from the balcony. There is no specific theme
to this concert, so there will be a

more ~

¥;ete.~

ments for almost every track. the
most interesting
being "Why
Does The Sun Shine (The Sun Is
a Mass of Incandescent
Gas)."
"Istanbul
Not Conetanttnople"
and "Meet James Ensor." They
even pull off a live version of
"Spider" from the "Apollo 18"
album.

All in all, this album is well
worth the buy. But, if you aren't
familiar
with
They
Might
Be Giants. you may want to
check out Flood first. It is probably the Giant's
best
studio
release, and three tracks from
Flood are featured on Severe Tire
Damage.

Dordt bands prepare for Parent's Weekend
performances
Staff Reporter

that I had already read. Not only
does the site connect customers
with customer comments. but it

also connects with media
reviews.
other
features
of
Amazon ....... \hal AlIre mterestIng. but not nee'
lty related
to Its virtUal character I!I1'e ..
leet>Itlinendations rather cuscl\eck It out. SIncl> then. I've· tomers who bought this CD also
wttjl bought. ••"); Its gilt cen1er. where
you can ~
bJ' 0CiClliilli6.

Looking toward Fall Fest:
by Andrea Voogt

comments from others on books

variety of music performed. The
Fall Music Festival will be the
first performance of the Campus
Band. The Concert Band was
separated into Concert Band and
Campus Band through "audruons
following the Pops Concert.
This year, the Campus Band
includes over 30 freshmen. as
well as some outstanding upperclass students, and is expected
to have a very good year. The
Campus Band will be performing
Ceremonial Music, If Thou Be
Near and Blue Goose Rag.
After the Campus
Band,
Kristin Sybesma will be performing Alleluyahs by Simon Preston

on the organ. The Chamber
Orchestra will be performing the
first movement of Holberg Suite
by Edvard Grieg and four movements of Suite from ''The Fairy
Queen" by Henry Purcell.
The Concert Band will be
performing
Children
oj the
Regiment.,
Linden
Lea,
and
Chorale and Alleluia. All three
ensembles will be directed by Dr.
Duitman, and Dordt students
Ryan Smit and Andrew Compton
will assist in the direction of the
Campus Band.

products that educate. Inform
and lnsplre.· In keepJng with
this mission statement,
the
producl line has consistently
expanded 10offer over three million books, CDs, musical scores.
DVDs, computer games and
more. The company also strives
to offer these products at

bookstore, the company stfll
suffers from the Ilmttations thai
exist wltb any online servtce.
The main problem I lind with
Amazon.com is one that is common to the Internet as a whole;
It takes away the fun of "being.'
The Internet. a1lhough II can be
extremely helpful, Is often too

reduced prices.

easy and gives us little encouragement to experience things.

•

Basically. the site Is a virtual Borders books and music
store. but With a few differences
that make it better in some ways
and not as good in others. One
advantage
offered
by
the
Internet is the search capacity.
Whether it's by subject, author,
title or keyword. [he site can
take customers
exactly where
they want to be in a matter of
seconds. Amazon.com also has
connections with private stores
that sell used books and they
will contact these stores if a customer is searching for something that is out of print.
Another advantage of the
Amazon.com medium is the ease
With which one can find information related to lhe product he
or she is considering. After reading a book or listening to an
album.
customers
have the
option of returning to the site to
review the product. I found it
especially interesting
to read

like going 10Borders. grabbing a
hot mocha and spending two
hours sampling everything from
Jim Morrison to Toni Morrison.
"Browstng" in its truest form is
impossible in a virtual book or
music store. One can spend a lot
of time online, but not take in
much information and not have
an opportunity for human contact.
Amazon.corn is a helpful.
useful service as far as finding
an out-of-print book or seeing a
complete list of a musician's
albums, but L believe nothing on
the Internet could ever replace
the physical experience. Even
the reduced prices are often
counteracted
with
shipping
charges.
Despite
the convenience of Amazon.com, sometimes I just have to read the

back of the book.
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As Good as
it Gets?

"Something wicked this way comes"
by Kirstin Vander Giessen
Editor

Art and Entertainment

Under the direction of Simon
du Toit, the cast of "Macbeth" is
polishing its performances
and
sharpening its sword fighting skills
for opening night next Thursday,
October 15.
One of William Shakespeare's
most well-known and performed
plays, "Macbeth" is the account of
a Scottish thane, who, driven by
witches' predictions and his wife's
lust for power. immerses himself in
evil and is held under by his own
outrageous ambition.
Although the story is a familiar one to many, the stage performance promises to add many elements that entertain and, at the
same time, educate the audience
as to the reality of the perpetual
battle between good and evil. The
show combines original music by Dave Schelhaas (left), Josh Buys (middle) and Mark Buteyn rehearse a scene from this year's fall
Joel
Zutdhof
sets
by John
production, "Macbeth."
[Photos by Travis Bonnema}
Hofland, costuming
by Shirley
Matheis, excellent student
and
faculty performances and a number of visual illusions and sword
fights to create an atmosphere
that thrives on opposites: chaos
and order. the tangible and the
Get your tickets for the fall
supernatural,
the elevation and
theatrical production of u
mockery of tradition, good and
evil.
Macbeth"
Tickets are currently on sale
at the box office in the SUB
Tickets are available at the box
between 1 and 5 p.m. and 7 and 9
office in the SUB
p.m .. Monday through Thursday.
Mon-Thurs
1-5 p.m.and 7-9 p.m.
Student seating is available for $1
and regular seating for $5. Tickets
"
can also be reserved by calling the
Tickets are $1 with student I.D.
box office at (712) 722-6430 during the specified hours.

Dordt Students

Professor Simon du Toit as the gate keeper tells
knock knock jokes in a drunken stupor,

Reserve tickets are available
through the box office at ext.

6430

by Allison De J ong
Staff Reporter
"As Good As It Gets" will be
showing on Dordt's campus on
the evenings
of Friday and
Saturday,
October 9 and 10.
This movie, a nominee for the
1997 Best Picture award ...
about a despicable guy. Melvin
Udall (Jack Nicholson). with an
obsessive-compulsive
disorder,
who gradually changes during
the course of the movie into a
somewhat
likeable' character.
This transition would not have
been possible, however, without
Carol Connelly (Helen Hunt),
Melvin's favorite waitress at his
special restaurant, and his gay
artist neighbor Simon Bishop
(Greg Kinnear). Without their
influences he would probably
have remained
a miserable,
prejudiced writer of romance
novels for the rest of his life.
However, Carol gives him
someone to care about, and
Simon gives him something to
care for when he asks Melvin to
take care of his pet dog, Verdell.
Slowly Melvin begins to turn
into a halfway-decent
human
being who cares about other
people instead of focusing only
on himself. He realizes that the
life he had been leading was not
"as good as it gets."
The acting is well done for
the most part. after all, Jack
Nicholson
and Helen Hunt
received the awards of Best
Actor and Best Actress for their
part in this movie. Nicholson
makes a convincing obsessivecompulsive individual, (a pretty
fun role to play) and Helen
Hunt does well as a single
mother juggling her job and an
asthmatic
child;
but
Greg
Kinnear is incredible in his role
of Simon. His role added depth
and an interesting,
and at
times, amusing
twist to the
story.
Overall, "As Good As It
Gets" is a movie worth seeing.
Although the beginning moves ~
a little slowly, the second half is
much stronger. The ending is
perhaps
somewhat over-emotional, but for the most part the
movie is well made and enjoy.
able.

.5
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Lady Defenders come together: team effort begining to payoff
by Burger and

Pat Zondervan
Sports Reporters
The Dordt's women's soccer
team is now beginning their secend half of the season and things
are starting
to improve. The
beginning of the season showed
a team that worked extremely
hard, but could not finish, Many
of their losses resulted
from
scoring
opportunities
that
should have happened but didn't. The past few games have
shown Dordt coming into their
own and taking advantage of
those
scoring
opportunities.
They are beginning to look more
like a team that is ready to win
and venture towards the playoffs. Sophomore
star
Sarah
Vriend feels that "the girls are
starting to come together as a
team, we are adjusting to new
players
and different
roles."
Vriend also thinks that they still
have to step it up. The end of
October, which brings playoffs; is
fast approaching and that means
it is crunch time.
Dordt 2 Northwestern
1
On
September
12,
the
Dorctt/Northwestern
game was
dominated by Dordt in the first
half
as
they
outshot
Northwestern 32 to 5 to take a 2
to 1 victory. Sheila Jansma fired
one in at the 7-minute mark and

Study In Amsterdam!
Nelherklndic Studies Program
in C\?"lemporary Europe

Jill Starkenburg
added to the
lead by scoring a goal at 41 minutes into the half. Dordt took a 2
to
0
lead
into
halftime.
Northwestern
came back
to
score a goal off a penalty kick 39
minutes into the second half, but
that wasn't enough as Dordt
took a 2 to 1 Victory on
Northwestern's home turf.
Dordt 1 Sioux Falls 0
September
15
brought
another victory for Dordt as they
battled Sioux Falls in a close trt-

"The girls are
starting to come
together as a team,
we are adjusting to
new players and
different roles"
umph. Liz Dykstra scored the
only goal off of an assist from
Heather Williams at the 40minute mark of the second half.
Both defenses were strong, but it
was Dordt's offense that prevailed in the end.
Park 2 Dordt 1 (OT)
Park College came all the
way to Sioux
Center
from
Missouri on September
19 to
steal
a
Victory
from
the
Defenders in front of a large
crowd. Williams scored Dordt's
only goal unassisted
and it

looked as if Dordt
was going to win.
However,
Park"
scored late in the
second
half
and
again in overtime to
secure victory and
break the hearts of
the girls and their
supportive fans.
Dordt 2 Briar CUff
1 (OT)
After a heartbreaking
loss,
Dordt came back on
September
22 to
turn the tables and
narrowly
defeat
Briar Cliff in overtime.
Briar
Cliff
struck blood first as
they scored with 29
minutes left in the
first
half.
Dordt
came back to tie the
game Just before Jill Starkenburg powers past an opponent in a recent game.
half
time
when [Photo courtesy of Steve Hoogland and Sioux Center News]
Kalie Gaskill scored
State break in Pella, Iowa, where
the OT win over Briar Cliff.
via an assist from Dykstra. The
they shellacked their NCAA Dtv.
Possibly Dordt underestimated
Defenders
entered
halftime
III opponent Central College on
Huron, who came out victorious.
deadlocked 1 to 1 and continued
October 2. The long trip out to
Dordt scored their only goal in
through the entire second half
Pella did not affect their playas
the first half as Dykstra drove
this way, With 6 minutes left in a
5 goals were scored, two by Erin
home
a corner
kick
from
15-minute overtime period the
Staal and the rest by Gaskill,
Jansma.
Dordt went into the
combo of Gaskill and Dykstra
Merry
Van
Heukelem
and
halftime break tied at 1 apiece,
connected
again,
this
time
but Huron came out to score 2 Rebecca De Vries. The Flying
Dykstra
with the goal and
Dutch were bombarded by 36
goals in the second half and took
Gaskill with the assist.
shots on goal by the Defenders
the game.
Huron 3 Dordt 1
and could not follow suit and
Dordt 5 Central 0
On . September 26, Dordt
score themselves.
The girls spent their 'Trttraveled to Huron, still tired from

Dordt puts on new pair of blades this season
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Spring ~mested999
February 15 to'M,yt4
,9utert L8fl9\l2ge and 1,.1t~,,~.it

"

put.c<hArta"<l:ArCh1t~,e',

~Dutch.
Cl;llt~. ;81]~:S9CJet~
tti.tory 01 tbeLow'CQli'ntrie.
:P..... pectivea in PhU0&ePhy
Field Experitnce InPeychology
Individual Stud Ie. (including
$e11(iceLearning Projects)
May 17 to June 4
Art StUdio
Dutch Calvinism,
Yesterday and Today
Holland: Crossroads to the Wor1d
(Emigration

and Immigration)

For further information

contact:

Dr. K.J. Boot
Dordl College
Sioux Center, Iowa 51250-1697
kboot@dordt.edu or
httpJlwww.dordt.edu/acadlspice.shtml
Deadline: November 2, 1998

The
Blades,
Dor-dts
hockey club team, are full of new
faces this year. Eleven players
who dressed regularly last year
will not be in the line-up when
the
Blades
host
Cleveland
Chiropractic
College in their
home opener on October 16 in
Luverne, Minnesota. Twelve new
players will help create a different look for the Blades this year.
The new players include
freshmen
James
Bentum,
Terence
Visser,
Dennis
Schilthuis, Justin Vyn, Jeremy
Koetster. James Bekkering and
Scott Langelaar.
Sophomores
Kevin Schenk, Adam Jeninga,

Brent
Hartemink,
John
VanHolland
and
Kevin Van
Berkel will also suit up for the
first time with the Blades this
season. Seniors Kurt Hoogland
and Mark Nagtegaal, who did not
play last year, will rejoin the
Blades this year.
Players returning
to the
Blades from last season are
sophomores Aron Zuidhof, Mark
Bentum, Nathan VanNiejenhuis
and Joshua VandeKraats along
with juniors
Tim Hoogland,
David Vander Plaat and Kevin
Tuininga. Naturally, all of the
returning players will take on a
leadership role this season, The
team will be coached by Ben
Saarloos. a senior who led the
team last year with 38 points.

Saarloos is currently euffeitng
from a shoulder injury and may
join the Blades as a player in the
second semester.
The large number of rookies
on the team this year may turn
out to be both a strength and a
weakness
for the team, After
barely missing the playoffs last
year, Saarloos hopes that the
team's heart and enthusiasm,
along with strong goaltending
from Hoogland and Langelaar,
will boost the Blades into the
playoffs this season. However,
with the overall lack of experience of playing college hockey.
this season will probably be a big
learning
experience
for most
members of the team.
The season starts with a

couple of exhibition games in
Luverne, Minnesota on Friday,
October 16 at 8:30 p.m. and
Saturday, October 17 at 4:30
p.m. Tickets can be bought at
the door for $3 on Friday and $2
on Saturday.
Season
tickets
costing $20 will get you into all
14 home games and will still be
on sale on Thursday and Friday
in the SUB from 2 to 4 p.m.
Saarloos is expecting a pair
of highly competitive games that
weekend as the Blades match up
against a team that, like the
Blades, primarily
consists
of
Canadian players. It should be a
great weekend of hockey which
will mark the beginning of a season of much learning and excitement.

